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EXCELSIOR

Excelsior is the only academy 

that provides highly personalized 

learning adventures for 

rogue visionaries who want 

to intimately learn from THE 

world’s top geniuses, achievers 

& influencers at a time where the 

current academic education has 

reached its limit.
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WHO WE ARE

We at Excelsior experience the formal education system as grossly deficient in 

providing the necessary training for superior leaders. 

Excelsior breaks free of conventional educational limitations to cultivate 

a student’s innate genius and creative capacities. Our programs are 

customized to support each student to fully realize him or herself so that he or 

she can go forward and create a positive, integrated global impact.

In short, Excelsior students are trained, and propelled forward, to generate 

their unique paths as leaders for all humanity. 

The Principals of Excelsior have created the leading edge education program 

for future leaders and agents of change. Whether a young visionary’s goals 

are to create businesses or organizations, to serve through governing or 

other service, or to focus on the local community level through education, 

healthcare or other endeavours, the new Excelsior Academy is designed for 

them. 

Excelsior specializes in designing individually tailored 
learning experiences to prepare unusually gifted young 
leaders for a world leadership role.
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THE EXCELSIOR ACADEMY

The Excelsior Academy is a disruptive, 1 to 3-year 
immersive education program for young super leaders 
and agents of change in service to the advancement of 
humanity and the world. 

The Excelsior Academy is a profound mentoring for a select group of 

individuals in the numerous fields where our education system is lacking. It 

is designed for total transformation of each student. Participants will come 

to recognize and actualize their innate genius and their creative capacities, 

and fully appreciate the same in others. Graduates will master the ability to 

transmute desire to belief, and belief to reality.

The focus is on both the individual student and the evolution of the select 

group as a unit. We focus each student on the core of what constitutes supe-

rior leadership, deriving from in-depth personal guidance so each student will 

fully access his or her creative capacities. 

Excelsior students will be mentored by the highest achievers in the world in 

many fields including business, science, humanitarian endeavours, govern-

ing, sports, spirituality, healthcare, love and relationship, enlightenment and 

more. Instruction, teachings and practices will be presented by the top 1% of 

the most renowned and masterful leaders of the world. Students will travel 

the globe to meet and learn from these great masters in many fields.
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“AWAKEN YOUNG LEADERS TO THE PINNACLE 
OF THEIR UNIQUE POWER, INFLUENCE AND 

CONSCIOUSNESS TO ACCELERATE  
THE POSITIVE EVOLUTION OF HUMANITY.”

MISSION

MISSION OF  EXCELSIOR ACADEMY
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VISION

We envision a world where the leaders in business, 
science, healthcare, government, education and many 
specialty fields encourage everyone to advance their 
own limitless human potential.  

This type of leadership is first demonstrated by example. So it is critical the 

future leaders receive a depth of training that emanates from living masters. 

We envision future leaders capable of effectively leading through compassion 

for and understanding of different views and positions. We begin with an 

assumption that we are one human race sharing very similar goals, but with 

different perceptions of how best to move forward. Our students will learn 

how to elevate others regardless of whether one is a business owner, an 

organization leader or the leader of a family. 

We – right now – have the opportunity to create the new leaders of the 

future who combine positive leadership with the utmost respect for others – 

particularly important as the domains of science, organizations (business, 

government, etc.), human development, and the mind/body connection 

merge.  

Our vision is to train future leaders who inspire others by their living example; 

leaders who are uniquely trained to address the needs of followers on their 

own terms. This requires a thorough working knowledge of the creation 

– and interaction – of beliefs, desires, and how they manifest as realities. 

By embodying this knowledge, future leaders can have the most positive 

personal and professional impact.
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WHAT THE EXCELSIOR ACADEMY DOES

The Excelsior Academy brings together those with the 
highest brilliance and capacity to be apprenticed into 
mastery by a wide range of the most elevated masters 
in their respective fields.

We take future leaders around the world for a one to three-year intensive 

tutelage that includes exposure to visionaries, accomplished masters 

and leaders in a broad spectrum of matters – entrepreneurship, human 

development, mind/body unity, sports, self preservation, human capital 

and human economics, governing, leadership, organizational leadership, 

transformational leadership, and the practical application of spiritual 

dimensions and human evolution.

Through the immersion in the Excelsior Academy, participants will discover 

their unique strengths as well as the qualities each may need to cultivate and 

how to source each of these – so that each student steps into his or her true 

genius, and gains the skills of a true leader.

Bypassing limiting mental constructs, Excelsior Academy plugs each student 

into the source – that place within that generates all wisdom, pragmatism 

and discernment. To fully recognize and master this requires personal 

instruction, practice and mentoring.   

Sample leaders that Excelsior Academy students may be exposed to include: 

Bill Gates, world champions in different sports, Warren Buffet, Dalai Lama. 



INVESTORS
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WHO EXCELSIOR ACADEMY IS FOR

 › For those wanting to propel a new vision for education for their themselves 
and others

 › For the parents who want to provide this experience for their children.

 › For those who want acceleration of the ideals of leadership training for the 
sake of humanity’s positive evolution.

 › For those who want to leave a generational legacy.

FOR THE INVESTORS WHO WANT TO 
IMPLEMENT A NEW VISION FOR EDUCATION



STUDENTS
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WHO EXCELSIOR ACADEMY IS FOR

 › Those seeking to fully reach their potential in this life, whether that be 

in creating truly great businesses, leading organizations, governing, or 

being a social agent of change.  

 › High achievers who recognize the current education system is uninspired 

and inadequate, and seek the training that will propel them into person-

al and leadership mastery throughout their chosen careers. 

 › Those seeking to intensify & advance their education & experiences for a 

lifetime of personal and professional fulfillment & pass it on to others

 › Those looking to be aligned with – and “up to” – executing their ultimate 

purpose, their ultimate mission in this lifetime.  

 › Those wanting to accelerate their path of mastery.

 › Those seeking elevated perception and mystical experiences.

 ›  Those looking for a once in a lifetime educational experience.

 ›  Those who want to expand their horizons in the highest way.

 › Those who want to go beyond rebellion to super innovation.

 › Those who want acceleration of the ideal.

 › Those who want to leave a generational legacy.

 › Those who want to use their gifts to change the world in the best possi-

ble way.

 › Those who want to be the best in the world by studying with the best in 

the world.

FOR THE EXCELSIOR STUDENTS WHO WILL 
IMPLEMENT THAT NEW VISION OF EDUCATION

INQUIRES: ADMISSIONS@EXCELSIORCIRCLE.COM
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WHY THE EXCELSIOR ACADEMY?

The issues and problems facing the world today are 
both global in nature and localized in focus. Properly 
addressing both global and local issues requires 
effective problem solving methods and techniques, 
clarity over direction, compassion for opposing views 
and the synthesis of duality. 

Certain problems may also require influence over others, collective problem 

solving, and/or collaborative solutions. This solution orientation requires 

trained leadership. The Excelsior Academy is designed to instill these 

capacities and more. 

The current education system is often irrelevant for visionary and future 

leaders. Until Excelsior, the most talented future leaders have not been able 

to gain the exposure to recognizing their true and deepest skillsets, nor did 

they get the mentoring to enable them to be the extraordinary leaders they 

can already envision themselves being.

The Excelsior Academy is designed to propel young leaders to fully recognize 

their human potential and to reach for heights beyond their current 

capacities.

  

The one to three-year commitment to the Excelsior Academy provides 

students with the training to continue their personal growth and 

achievements in the decades ahead. 

To best transform the world or local communities, internal transformation is 

required. With the proper inner framework, leaders are far more effective and 

inspiring.

 

But how can future leaders learn and embody both the internal and external 

practices of super-leadership? The old path is to take 20 to 30 years seeking 

out many qualified masters and piecing it all together. The new path is to join 

the Excelsior Academy and accelerate through the process of mastery in one 

to three years.. 
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OUR PROMISE

Our unwavering promise is that you will develop your ultimate 

influence and gifts for humanity. These unique gifts will be oriented towards serving 

others in whatever endeavour you choose to pursue. And in the process of executing 

your goals, you will be rewarded greatly.  

You will operate at peak performance levels, at a deeper and stronger level of 

impact, and operate significantly in the grandest version of leadership and human 

evolution. 

You will achieve the highest state of consciousness possible to awaken your 

capacities during your time with EA, along with the training / instructions / 

knowledge that will empower you to continue your evolution long afterwards. 

Your Ultimate Self-
Actualization

You will embody higher states of consciousness 

to navigate the pressing issues you handle as an 

influencer. 

You will embody the capacity to seek guidance from 

multiple sources as needed.

Your Ultimate Gifts

You will architect, develop & stabilize your gifts to 

the utmost impeccability and excellence.

You will recognize the gifts in others and effectively 

enable others to perform optimally.

Your Ultimate Impact

You will cultivate your ability to enable your vision to 

make the deepest, widest and most effective reach.

You will practice the application of your skill-set in a 

variety of settings.

01 02 03

SPECIFICALLY, YOU WILL  

EXPERIENCE / KNOW / RECOGNIZE:

You will architect, develop & stabilize your personalized vision for the 
complete actualization of your goals while developing the skills to execute 

and influence the world. You will be the trajectory setter of relevant 
evolutionary education.
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ASPIRATIONS

If these questions and aspirations burn inside of you, 
The Excelsior Academy is for you.

 › I want to be a leader using my skill-set for the betterment of human-

ity.

 › Where can I learn the comprehensive knowledge to reach and exceed 

my vision?

 › Where can I learn what I don’t even know that I need to learn to fulfill 

my destiny?

 › I long to meet those of the highest caliber, to find like-minded others 

who focus on the advancement of humanity in many fields.

 › I want to grow in a circle of others who are beyond exceptional, like 

me.

 › I want to multiply my brilliance, my intelligence, my knowledge-base, 

my consciousness, my creative capacities, and my impact on the 

world.

 › I want to be a leader in the most powerful circles (business, govern-

ment, etc.) 

 › Where can I find a place that can prepare me for execution on my 

far-reaching humanity serving vision?

 › I feel alone in my ability to see and feel what is the proper course 

for positive impactful change for humanity, and I want to be at the 

cutting edge with those sharing a similar orientation.

 › I know I have the capacities to serve humanity in profound ways, but I 

wonder how to take it to the next level and beyond?
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WHAT TO EXPECT

Graduates of the Excelsior Academy can expect the 
following. You will be exposed to learning everything 
you need to step into your leadership position for 
creating positive change in the world in whatever 
domain you choose to operate.  

You can expect:

 › Outrageous creativity.

 › To learn skills for processing the unknown and unknowable.

 › To learn skills and gain confidence for implementing the remarkable. 

 › To liberate and actualize your remarkable capabilities.

 › To be ready to continue forward growth and take your position to 

leverage your potency. 

 › To become an inspired leader ready to dominate and transform your 

field of interest.

 › A new and unshakable sense of self, purpose and significance.

 › Clarity of your own unique mission – what it is and the fulfillment of it. 

 › The ability to build new world teams in anticipation of the challenges 

and changes ahead for our world.

 › To be perfectly capable to usher in a new world ‘state of being’.

 › The capacity to ignite the drive and intensity in others for the evolu-

tion of the world.

 › To generate a new meaning for humanity.

 › To experience a new freedom of enlightened awareness.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE  

EXCELSIOR ACADEMY

 › There is no minimal level of formal education required.

 › The important ingredient is a level of innate humanitarian-ness.

 › A strong sense of self resourcefulness.

 › Must have an inner calling or propensity for leadership.

 › Must have a deep drive to make a difference in the world, to influence 

future change, become a source or a channel for multi-generational 

change.

This program will bring participants through a tremendous amount of personal 
growth. Graduates will be infused with many lifetimes of wisdom, clarity and power. 
They will learn what deep, enlightened power is and how to wield it wisely. 

Unlike any other program on Earth, graduates will be an embodied transmission of 
positive change and evolution.
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WHAT THE EXCELSIOR 

ACADEMY IS ABOUT

Given the threat of the collapse of many global 
systems, the world needs great leaders now.

The Excelsior Academy will teach participants how to think originally – 

and how to direct attention and intention for a desired outcome. This is a 

personal approach that, when mastered, can be applied to any endeavour. 

The Excelsior Academy always begins with the why – 

 ›  Why do we think this way? 

 ›  Why is business, education, government, etc., structured the way 

they are?

Then the EA will move to the “how” –

 ›  How do existing institutions impact us? 

 ›  How do our surroundings and people impact us?

 ›  How can we know these impacts are happening?

 ›  How can we make changes that may require participation from 

others? 

 ›  How does the world work? 

 ›  How can we be effective in making the personal, social, organiza-

tional, entrepreneurial futuristic changes we perceive as beneficial?
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SAMPLE COURSEWORK

For each visionary and/or accomplished master that 
Excelsior Academy participants meet, there will be 
weeks of training that will prepare participants to 
maximize the time with each. 

Some of the group work will occur online. Some of the group and personal 

one-on-one work will occur over several multi-day gatherings in a neutral 

location to sequester participants from the noise of the outside world, 

and to facilitate mutual intellectual and spiritual nourishment among the 

participants. 

You can expect that accelerated Yoga and old-world Tantra will be 

integrated into the EA program. These are commonly misunderstood by 

many westerners. These methods weave the many strands of our true nature 

to expand our innate knowingness, our non-conceptual direct experience of 

our abilities. 

 › Higher selves

 › Higher meditation and non duality

 › Lucid dreaming

 › Shamanic work

 › Deep relaxation

 › Metaphysical integration

 › Future mapping trend recognition

 › Assertiveness training

 › Financial mastery

 › Foundation to lifetime financial freedom

 › Global collaboration skills

 › Technological expansion

 › Communication mastery

 › Influence mastery

 › Public speaking mastery

 › Presentation mastery

 › Transcendent flow

 › Magic foundations

Some of the material Excelsior Academy 
students will immerse into and be exposed to 
include:
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 › CEO consulting

 › Meaning for everything

 › Universal theory

 › Value creation mastery

 › Self-preservation

 › Core belief identification

 › Inner values work

 › Global preservation

 › Sustainable environmental issues

 › New energy sources

 › Agility

 › New world systems

 › Corporate agility training

 › Evidence velocity measurement

 › Time mastery

 › Reality mastery

 › Negotiation skills

 › Challenging presumption and convention

 › Command and control

 › Developing teams

 › Evolving teams

 › Growing powerful loyal teams

 › Remodeling complexities

 › Cause and effect processes

 › Simplification

 › Intuitive dimensions

 › Minimizing distractions

 › Full involvement

 › Warrior mindset

 › Super added value creation

 › Detail refinement

 › Deep reflection

 › Athletic excellence

 › Prototyping

 › Fractal knowledge

 › Vertical dimensions
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FEATURES

 › Learning directly from most advanced teachers and experts in their field

 › You will gain your mastery through traveling to the most renowned 

exotic locations as well as the hidden gems off the beaten path

 › Ancient wisdom applied in cutting edge methods of consciousness

 › Connect with ancient and future civilizations – a deep dive into histories 

that are affecting the present and the future 

 › Experience the world view of multiple cultures

 › Exposure to your deepest purpose

 › Exposure to peers with various intelligence capabilities, all of high 

caliber

 › Personalized mentoring

 › A comprehensive mental, emotional, physical and spiritual assessment 

of your capacities, weaknesses and strengths challenges

 › Study of cutting edge science, psychology and metaphysics

 › Activate core values for world change 

 › Be part of a global intention to turn the world around from paths of 

separateness that can lead to disasters to create a new world fellowship 

for future generations  

 › Integrate habits, beliefs and identities of super successful people

 › Owning one’s innate gifts and talents

 › Learning the Art of High Level Communication & Persuasion

 › Influence and impact training

 › Immersive Training Adventures

 › Access to & Mentorship from the world’s Greatest Geniuses
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BENEFITS

 › Physical, mental, emotional, spiritual mastery

 › Raising & expanding consciousness 

 › Expanded Awareness capabilities 

 › Mastery of Metaphysical Laws 

 › Transmutation abilities in multiple areas

 › Collaborative opportunities with the world’s greatest masters 

 › Leveraging genius secrets 

 › Navigating your original ideas and flow 

 › Learn how to access peak states of flow & performance at will 

 › Develop communication mastery to reach the masses 

 › Learn the Art of Ethical Influence

 › Learn how to have intimate, passionate, evolutionary and insanely 

great relationships

 › Create a trusted reputation 

 › Clear guilts, karmas and Learn the art of hedonistic enlightenment 

 › Absorb the Traits of the Greats 

 › Awaken your ultimate inner guidance system

 › You will discover what your true deepest purpose is and launch a plan to 

activate it

 › You’ll enhance your perception, perspectives and intelligence 

 › Enjoy a life of freedom and ecstatic joy

 › Inspire people’s imagination

 › Gain exposure to the humanistic teachings of indigenous and advanced 

wisdoms

 › Master your own and global realities

 › You will tap into the capacity to inspire the tenets of a new civilizations 

 › You will codify the implicate order

 › Inspire people’s imagination

 › Bond and create major strategic alliances 

 › Bond with students that represent the new evolution of consciousness

 › Embody unshakable conviction & confidence 
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TEACHERS

Excelsior’s primary teachers have worked as mentors, 
coaches, guides and teachers in the area of human 
development and super achievement over several 
decades.

Both Harrison Klein and Satyen Raja are dedicated to forward the 

advancement of the human race like few other people on Earth. They are 

dedicated to expanding and sharing knowledge, inspiring innovation, and 

advancing cultural and scientific information for future generations. 

Harrison Klien

Harrison has worked with many people over the last several decades in hav-

ing his students recognize and know their inner genius and mentoring in how 

to foster these innate capacities for great achievements. Harrison’s methods 

of using profundity as a daily engagement and directly pointing out areas 

of focus to his students has accelerated many on their chosen paths. His 

playfulness in the process makes it fun, and he continually innovates to reach 

students. People describe Harrison as a mentor/leader with heart, who easily 

expresses his appreciation and love, and with an incredible intelligence/ge-

nius that continues to expand. He is a modern day wizards who is changing 

the world.

Satyen Raja 

Satyen is a pioneer in the human development field and has helped many 

thousands of people as a mentor, coach, consultant and teacher. Satyen 

created the Accelerated Evolution Academy and designed the most efficient 

methods for creating meaningful and lasting change in personal and pro-

fessional lives. These methods are the pinnacle in cognitive advancements 

in reaching the heights of human potential. For decades, Satyen has helped 

others focus on how their greatness can profoundly touch the lives of many, 

in ways never imagined.  Satyen is the creator and CEO of WarriorSage 

Trainings and currently works with world leaders.

INQUIRES: ADMISSIONS@EXCELSIORCIRCLE.COM



ADMISSIONS
If you’re inspired to learn more, reach out to have a 

personal consultation.

ADMISSIONS@EXCELSIORCIRCLE.COM

Those wishing to gain admission may request a personal Discovery 

Consultation directly with our founders. This Discovery Consultation is itself 

an enormously edifying experience. It may last sixty minutes or longer and is 

conducted by our founders personally, Satyen Raja and Harrison Klein.
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